“ FA L L E N F R O M
THE NEST”
A S S O C I AT I O N

Protect and help children
with disabilities grow
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Who are we?

an

association,

ini-

tially financed by the
book rights. It would
help families, show

The Fallen from the Nest association was created

the importance of a

from an extraordinary family experience. In 2013,

different point of view

Clotilde and Nicolas Noël, who were already at the

on accepting all kinds

head of a family of six children, decided to adopt

of disabilities, and stand

Marie, a child in care with Down Syndrome. Two years

by parents wishing to adopt a

later, Clotilde published their story of this unique

child of special needs. In the meantime, the Noël

adoption in a book entitled “Fallen from the nest”.

family adopted two other children: Marie-Garance,
who is a multi-handicapped little girl, and Frédéric,
who suffers from a cerebellum pathology.

The book became a best-seller and her Facebook
page (54,927 followers) rapidly regrouped an active
community composed of families confronted with

Active throughout France, the association Fallen

this disability and people acknowledging the im-

from the Nest concentrates on ambitious projects

portance of accepting the disability. Members of

in order to amplify the importance of accepting di-

this community share their personal stories, their

sabilities, to build local networks to help families,

experiences, and look for good listeners, support

to encourage the inclusion of people with disabili-

and help to face everyday problems. Naturally and

ties, specifically at school and to support parents

spontaneously, a friendly and helpful network was

wishing to adopt these children.

born.

Overwhelmed by the success of “Fallen from the
nest”, Clotilde and Nicolas Noël decided to create
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Our projects

1

Facilitate the inclusion of children with disabilities in our society.
Seeing these children in a new light.

2

Help families « in situ » thanks to « The

of the

Nest » application through a local network of people
(parents and professionals).

3

Encourage the adoption of children with
disabilities by supporting those families.

4

Help schools who welcome disabled children
(educational expertise and financial support).

5

International influence: develop the association in
other countries.
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1
Promote the inclusion of children with disabilities
by seeing them in a new light
People with disabilities have a decisive contribution to our society. With them, our civilization
grows because they carry so much love and tenderness. They wake us up and help us re-humanize.

THE GREAT PHOTO SHOOT
of Down Syndrome (March 2019) supported by 21 famous sponsors (Vianney, Yann Arthus-Bertrand, Elodie Gossuin, Julien Arnaud, Eglantine Emeyée….) and in the presence of Sophie Cluzel.
This impressive photo shoot captured thousands of pictures of
people with Down Syndrome. It received a large media coverage:
Le Parisien, Europe 1, Paris Normandie, Sud-Ouest, La Croix.

BOOKS
Three books have been written:

•
•
•

« Fallen from the nest », Pocket edition, June 2015
« Step by step », Salvatore Edition, October 2016
« Venture infinity », Salvatore Edition, November 2019

These books received acclaim from thousands of readers.

CONFERENCES
70 conferences have been given in France and abroad to promote
seeing people with disabilities in a new light. A speech was given
at the UN in Geneva on March 15th 2018 and March 19th 2017.
TedX in Narbonne (South of France) in November 2018.

PRESSE
Many interviews, films and written reports in the media: France
2, Radio RTL, L’Express, Hufftington Post, Le Figaro, Atlantico, Le
Parisien, Causeur, France 4, Ouest France, La Croix, La Vie, Famille Chrétienne, RCF, Radio Notre Dame, KTO TV etc..
Participation in Ford Boyard in 2020.
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2
Help families « in situ » thanks to
« The
of the Nest » application
WHY « THE

OF THE NEST »?

To help families get over isolation when facing disability,
whatever it may be
To help families who want to adopt a child with disabilities
To create social mutual aid and give support to families
To help change how people with disabilities are considered
To open up the disabled world by making it accessible to
everyone
To allow experiences to be shared and to pass on knowledge
To exchange practical tips to give answers to everyday problems
To support families in administrative procedures (allowances,
parking card..)
To make reception centers known (CAMPS, SESSAD, IME,
schools, kindergarden)
For families with a child with disabilities (whatever the disability
may be), who need help and support in everyday life

Thanks to the growth of our network, the app brings together volunteers who wish to give their time
to support families with a child with disabilities in need of help.

Visit us on « The

7
of the Nest
» application

Families questions

I need help to get
to my appointments?

I wish to adopt a child
with disabilities?

I don’t know how to guide my child,
towards which institution?
I’m by myself, I want to go back
to work, how can I do it?

I don’t know how
to fill in the forms?

I’ve been told I’m expecting a
child with disabilities, what
should I do?

I need some space, where can
I leave my child for a moment?
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Develop in care adoption for children
with disabilities
Supporting families who have chosen to adopt
More and more families are considering adopting a so called « special child ». Our aim with the
help of the application « The

of the Nest » is to listen to families and inform them about the

administrative procedures, the specialized institutions and associations. This is also encouraged by
the connection with local families who have had the same project.
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Helping schools to include
We aim to alleviate and encourage schools who want to welcome children
with disabilities.

A specialized team will bring educational aid to respond to the specific
needs of these children.

The Fallen from the Nest association will financially help these schools.
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5
International Influence
Develop the Fallen from the Nest association worldwide

The influence from the book Fallen from the nest has created links with many countries: Spain, Lebanon, Belgium, USA…
The Fallen from the Nest Facebook page (54,927 followers) and the Instagram page (19,900 followers) are followed by people and associations throughout the world.
-

Fallen from the Nest participates in the “EU for Down Syndrome” project
2021 is an emblematic year dedicated to the next World Down Syndrome Day celebration within the
European Union and has two main objectives:
To bring together parents, associations, NGO and people with disabilities from all Europeans
countries for the World Down Syndrome Day on the March 21st.
To raise awareness and implicate the key politicians of the European Union on the important issues (visibility, independence, dignity, health, inclusion) for the benefit of people with
Down Syndrome.

-

-

-

website

Facebook followers

Instagram followers

16,377
users / month

54,927
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19,900
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Visit us

w w w. t o m b e e d u n i d . f r

Association Fallen from the Nest Association
-

4 Impasse Germaine
7 8 4 8 0 Ve r n e u i l - s u r- S e i n e
clotilde.noel@tombeedunid.fr
The photos were taken during an important photo
shoot for Down Syndrome (March 2019)
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#tombeedunid

